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ORIGIN
“Speaking of snow, of course we were all talking
about snow, I just emptied the ice-cube tray in the
freezer into an ice-holding container and refilled
the tray with water, which happens to come from
the creek. That’s where I get my water, so the
snow just recently up in the mountains is now
in my freezer to be refrozen into different-shape
flakes, nice in a glass of whiskey.” 1
_____________________________________________
When the connection between the origin of our
drinking water and its source is clear, we know where
we stand. Even if we do not drink whiskey, we realise
the need to keep this water clean. Water plays a major
part in our appreciation of the environment, whether
we are boating on it or simply gazing at its glinting
surface. Rivers, lakes, waterfalls form focal points for
trips into the wilderness, and these same features
carry their pleasures into the hearts of our cities and
the boundaries of our neighbourhoods. Calgary is
blessed with the Bow River running right through it,
bringing the natural environment in a ribbon through
the built one. The city’s inhabitants meander, jog and
dawdle beside the Bow. They fish in it, they float down
it and they follow its fortunes.
Where the Bow’s “wild” water is visible and beautiful,
by contrast the anonymous, sometimes numbered,
“utile” water is culverted and hidden. There are, we
might want to say, two watersheds – one lived with
and loved and the other subterranean and subtracted
– unconnected to one another. When we begin the
day by summoning the useful water with the power
shower we expect it to flow clean, fast and reliably.
For most of us, the soothing volleys clearing the soap
from our back are not connected with the coursing
of the river or the ice on the glacier. In other words,
utility-water is a different thing altogether, a functional
fluid, lacking the connotations of pristine lakes visited
during the week-end. We might have an abstract
understanding that this water comes from somewhere
and ends up somewhere else, but we do not consider
this facility any more than we do electricity primed in
the plug sockets.
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A growing gulf between ‘nature’ and the way we live
in cities is a familiar idea. As we focus on function,
efficiency and economy, the capacity of science and
engineering to engage the public, or to contribute to
our enjoyment of a place, becomes ever more obscure.
We could continue on in this direction, holding the two
watersheds further and further apart. Using the hidden
one to maintain the appearances of the visible one.
However, the unloved, un-imagined and unknown
water infrastructures could, and should, have a role
in encouraging a sustainable and creative relationship
between people and place. Infrastructures and
systems, when built and invested with imagination,
can do more than generate physical changes in
water quality, they can create new associations
and meanings, changing and defining the character
of a place and how we relate to it.
How then do we reconnect the understanding
and awareness of the watershed in the wilderness
with the watershed in the city? How can we
add imagination and intrigue to the systems and
infrastructures that form this undoubtedly urban,
historically created and planned watershed?

The results of incorporating creative practices into
the management of the watershed may sometimes
generate highly visible and spectacular outcomes,
and at other times discreet. They will be nonetheless
significant for the public coming in contact with
these systems and structures, stimulating their
curiosity, offering enjoyment and, in all manner
of ways, adding an emotional connection to their
watershed. The possibility for intrigue is already
at the heart of water management. The myriad
of structures and systems are, in themselves, often
fascinating in their processes and mechanisms.
They do not necessarily need to be altered, making
them or their process visible can sometimes be
enough to begin creating awareness of this other
aspect of the watershed.
We hope that it has become clear that this is not just
about collaboration with a creative practitioner, it is
an ambition to facilitate the broader creative thinking
that exists often unrecognised at the heart of the
design process, from the engineer, the economist, the
strategist or the artist, that can generate a profound
impact even as it builds new forms of integration.

“[Water] engineers are concerned with the land, and
the forces that shape it over time; the patterns of
rivers, the behaviour of the sea and its influence on
the coast; the way that weather shapes the places
we move through; the effect of water management
on the development of communities. This is the stuff
of art. The water engineer deals with truly poetic
material, though they are often required to reduce
it, through instrumental analysis, to hydraulic profiles,
flood levels, flow rates, pollution levels…” 2
_____________________________________________
The approach developed in this Watershed+
Manual establishes a foundation for renewing
the relationship between the Calgarians and their
watershed by bringing creative practice into the
world of water management.
_____________________________________________
1. An Unfortunate Woman, Richard Brautigan, 1982
2. Art, engineering and the environment – A better solution?
Mark Fletcher, Paul Simkins, for Chartered Institution of Water and

Answers will not come from any one speciality
nor field of expertise, quite the opposite. There
is a need for an expanded dialogue between
disciplines in the way we build and understand
all manner of waterways, from river channels to
main drains. Watershed+ is about involving
creative practitioners and developing creative
practice right from the conception stage. Its focus
is not the creative object or the aesthetic but
developing the creative thinking in the conception
of structures, systems and their understanding.

Environmental Management Rivers and Coastal Group, May 2008

Watershed+ is a way of working that aims to
develop awareness and pleasure in the environment,
not by changing water management practice, nor
developing a uniform visual language, but rather
by creating a climate of opportunity for water
initiatives to build an emotional connection
between people and the watershed.
When the impact of water management is explored
at every level – not just physical, but social and
historical – systems and structures can add a new
level of richness to people’s experience of their
function and their relationship to a place.
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CONTEXT
The City of Calgary Public Art Program is
establishing a pathway for the growth of a
local and lively arts environment and providing
leadership for the city’s cultural life.
Utilities and Environmental Protection (UEP) is
developing public art projects that are grounded
in Calgary’s watershed. UEP’s plan identifies the
centrality of the watershed to its long term goals
for the UEP public art plan. It focuses on the idea
of ‘a city within a river and a river within a city’ and
aims to change public perception of the watershed,
celebrate its history and bring a new perspective
on the aesthetics of its infrastructure.
The reason for the concentration on the watershed
– natural and constructed – is that it encompasses
the whole city and takes into account the different
facets of water management. However the majority
of Calgarians have a limited understanding of its
character, limitations and processes. The team behind
Watershed+ have interpreted this situation as an
opportunity to engage the residents of Calgary in
a stronger relationship with the water processes
in their city. Hopefully, a first step towards building
a desire to learn more about their watershed and
to use it in positive ways.
As part of the UEP Public Art Plan, WATERSHED+
proposes a long term plan to build an emotional
connection between Calgary’s citizens and their
watershed by placing creativity at the heart of projects
and initiatives related to Calgary’s watershed.

The team was led by artists Sans façon,
and consisted of:
Matt Baker (Artist, SW Scotland)
Emlyn Firth (Designer, Glasgow)
Eric Laurier (Human Geographer, Edinburgh Univ.)
Yan Olivares (Architect, St Etienne)
Bert van Duin (Water Engineer, Calgary)
During the development period the team sought
to learn from and reconfigure their project through
contact with the staff of UEP. They worked with UEP
staff involved in planning, managing and maintaining
the watershed and following these initial exchanges,
set up an initial core group for the project. The core
group became a vital sounding board for the team
to receive feedback, suggestions and alternative
directions as the project developed. The team also
began alliances with other partners outside of UEP
with an investment in the watershed, starting with a
number of City staff from different Business Units.
The process of research and response to the context
of Calgary and UEP formed the early working
methodology of what was to become WATERSHED+.
The time dedicated to research and understanding
of the context, in conjunction with the multidisciplinary
approach has been essential to explore and develop a
unique program responding specifically to the situation
of Calgary’s watershed, and its stakeholders.

This Manual is the basis for the WATERSHED+
program. WATERSHED+ was initially shaped over
2009/10 by a team of experts from diverse disciplines
brought together specially for this project. This
collaborative approach involved first, establishing
and then, building upon the overlapping knowledge
and expertise of arts practice, architecture, design,
geography and water engineering – within the unique
context provided by the Calgary watershed.
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CONTEXT
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WATERSHED+ =
COLLABORATIVE
WORKING WIDENING
OPPORTUNITY
CONTRIBUTE TO CITY
IDENTITY PLACE AND
CULTURE SPECIFIC
ENRICHMENT OF URBAN LIFE

WHAT IS
WATERSHED+?
WATERSHED+ is a vision for building a lasting
and meaningful relationship between Calgarians
and their watershed. It presents a different
approach to public art and a distinct way of
working with both the public and other partners.

WATERSHED+ functions through an efficient
organisational structure built around these key roles:
»

Lead artist
A creative practitioner, driving the implementation
of WATERSHED+, devising and leading the
development and delivery of the creative vision
and the practical projects and initiatives, in
conjunction with the Project Manager and
the Core Group.

»

Project manager
The Project Manager works closely with the
lead artist to drive and deliver the program.
At a strategic level the Project Manager is
responsible for ensuring WATERSHED+
initiatives are complimentary to the overall
UEP Public Art Program.

»

Core advisory team
The Core Group consists of UEP staff
across departments, holding a wealth
of expertise and experience. Having
helped shape WATERSHED+ during its
development, the Core Group will continue
to assist in driving the program and
its implementation.

Its guiding motive is to embed, not so much the
artist, as their creative process within UEP core
activities and the Calgary watershed.
WATERSHED+ is a program hosted by
UEP to enhance existing opportunities
and develop new creative engagements
with the watershed through:
»

supporting UEP to make most of their projects

»

enacting activities, events, interventions in
public and within organisations

»

providing a creative resource for UEP and
other water-related organisations in Calgary

_____________________________________________
By supporting and facilitating WATERSHED+
UEP becomes the lead organisation in a unique
and diverse group of ‘water partners’. This group
is united by their commitment to collaborative and
creative approaches to projects involving water.
_____________________________________________
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STATEMENT OF
BELIEFS
Fundamental to WATERSHED+ is the statement
of beliefs – these will be a recurring theme within
this Manual:

INCREASE AWARENESS
WATERSHED+ contributes to a greater awareness
and knowledge of the watershed and its issues,
provoking genuine curiosity and interest

COLLABORATIVE WORKING
Cross-disciplinary, collaborative processes brings
about enriched experience, innovative work, and
strong products.

WIDENING OPPORTUNITY
A spirit of openness, a wide-reaching knowledge base
and ongoing encouragement, brings about greater
capacity, confidence and further advancement for all.

The Statement of Beliefs is fundamental to the
operation of WATERSHED+. However, the Beliefs
will only reveal their true significance through active
involvement in WATERSHED+. In other words,
WATERSHED+ emphasizes the importance of
direct experience as a methodology and this
methodology is the application of the Beliefs.

BELIEFS

The Lead Artist, the Core Group and the
Project Manager will serve a crucial role in
applying the Statement of Beliefs and in judging
whether various works and activities carried out
as part of WATERSHED+ do embody and
demonstrate the principles of the Beliefs.
Further clarification of the Statement of Beliefs
will be provided by the growing collection of projects
undertaken and their accompanying documentation.
Documentation of WATERSHED+ projects and key
texts that have informed this approach to arts-led
projects will be held in the WATERSHED+ library.

CONTRIBUTE TO CITY IDENTITY

The set of Beliefs underpin the central
aim of WATERSHED+ which is to forge an
emotional connection between Calgarians
and their watershed. As such, it is a tool rather
than a product.

WATERSHED+ can contribute to a positive
environmental and cultural identity for the city
and its citizens locally and globally.

Throughout WATERSHED+ the Statement of
Beliefs serves as a yardstick for evaluating its
ongoing activities.

LEAD ARTIST/
CORE GROUP

RESOURCE
LIBRARY
[INTERPRETATION
OF BELIEFS]

OUTCOMES
PARTNER
PROJECTS

TALKS

UEP
PROJECTS

CREATIVE
CENTRE
RESIDENCY

EXHIBITIONS

?

PLACE AND CULTURE SPECIFIC
UEP’s infrastructure projects and initiatives can
be expressive of and distinctive to their location
and culture.

ENRICHMENT OF URBAN LIFE

EXPERIENCE &
EMOTIONAL
CONNECTION

Considered water management initiatives and
infrastructures can enrich Calgary’s experience
of urban life and stimulate creative parallels with
the wild watershed and enjoyment of the great
outdoors. The Statement of Beliefs which provides
the equivalent of a mission statement for
WATERSHED+ sits in amongst a larger idea of
what WATERSHED+ is and is diagrammed opposite.
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ORGANISATION
WATERSHED+ relies on a network of participants
for the awareness, collaboration and access that
is central to its Statement of Beliefs.

Examples of Potential Water Partners
1 [eg] Ducks Unltd.
2 [eg] Engineering University: Beeker Head
3 [eg] Local Artists: Mentorship / Commissions

The network structure for WATERSHED+
substantially overlaps with UEP’s existing
Public Art Plan, but neither replicates nor
replaces it. It provides an additional capacity
to the Public Art Plan to expand the impact
of creativity at the heart of UEP’s activities.
WATERSHED+ therefore rests largely within
UEP, a constant dialogue with UEP activity being
essential to delivering an integrated program.
The WATERSHED+ Lead Artist will work
within UEP, collaborating with the Core
Group and the Project Manager to develop
and deliver WATERSHED+ initiatives.
WATERSHED+ also seeks to build in new
partnerships with organisations, institutions
and other agencies that are involved in the
Calgary Watershed to expand its creative and
emotional impact for the citizens of Calgary.

4 [eg] Glen Bow Museum
5 [eg] Calgary Flames
6 [eg] Stampede

LEAD ARTIST

The Lead Artist1 is directing WATERSHED+.
As is beginning to happen under some of the
projects in the UEP Public Art Plan, the role
of the lead artist moves on from the traditional
idea of an ‘artist’ sponsored by a benefactor.
In WATERSHED+ the Lead Artist is a creative
practitioner driving the implementation of the
WATERSHED+ in partnership with UEP.
The Lead Artist is responsible for directing the
devising, delivery and evolution of the creative
vision and its initiatives as laid out in this manual.
The Lead Artist drives the program in identifying
areas of work for Watershed+ within existing UEP
activities, selecting artists to undertake projects,
guiding the process, supervising production and
evaluating projects. This responsibility is shared
by the Project Manager and the Core Group.
Equally the Lead Artist is embedded within the day-today activities of UEP, making themselves aware of the
activities of the organisation, and being recognisable
and accessible to UEP staff.

The Lead Artist will be selected for a twelve month
term which can be extended for up to three years. This
time scale allows the artist to gain sufficient contextual
understanding, develop relationships with staff, identify
opportunities and be able to deliver their initiatives.
It is foreseen that a Lead Artist will constantly be
at the helm of Watershed+. The rotation of the Lead
Artist role allows for Watershed+ to evolve, with new
ideas and energy whilst benefiting from the foundation
laid by the earlier work.
Each new Lead Artist appointment will be made
at least four months prior to the conclusion of the
previous term to ensure continuity and maximize
the potential for creative cross-fertilization.
The Lead Artist’s role is not of a traditional ‘lone’
artist working individually in a studio. WATERSHED+
requires a specific type of artist that will act in concert
with the Core Group and be motivated by working
collaboratively with specialists outside their field of
expertise. The Lead Artist will be a clear and engaging
communicator and listener, and be able to think
broadly, ambitiously and strategically.
The Lead Artist is based at the UEP Water Centre.
1. The lead artist is a different role from the residency artist

CORE GROUP

The Core Group is central to WATERSHED+
acting primarily as a filter for potential
projects and connecting projects to the
principles of WATERSHED+.

Core Group objectives in WATERSHED+
»

Assist the Lead Artist and the Project Manager in
developing and implementing the program

The Core Group represents the many disciplines
and constituencies which WATERSHED+ aims to
encompass, it will use its range of approaches to
further extend and diversify the Watershed+ network.

»
»

Support the program
Be an ambassador for the program
within their field

»
»

Identify opportunities and bring ideas to the table
Act on selection panels for projects and
creative practitioners

»

Give feedback and act as advisors for projects
in development

»

Host the forums (see page 64)

The Core Group comprises of a minimum of eight
UEP staff members from across departments at any
one time, bringing a breadth of opinion and expertise.
Participating in the Core Group is a voluntary position
without fixed tenure, any UEP staff member may
be recommended or be invited onto the group.
Participation in the Core Group need not be limited
to UEP staff as WATERSHED+ evolves and develops.
Selection will be the responsibility of the Lead Artist,
Project Manager and existing members of the Core
Group. In all situations new Core Group members will
be appointed on the basis that they bring new ideas,
expertise or representation for an under-represented
area of the organisation.
During the Pilot Period the Core Group who
participated in the conceptual development
of WATERSHED+ will be invited to remain.

The Core Group will meet regularly (a suggestion
of bimonthly meetings, with a frequency to be
reviewed according to levels of project activity)
to review initiatives within UEP and within
WATERSHED+. The members are expected to commit
to participate in a least three Core Group meetings.
Each member of the Core Group is encouraged to
contact the Lead Artist at any time to discuss ongoing
activities or potential other opportunities as they arise.
It is the responsibility of the Lead Artist and the
Project Manager to maintain a productive Core Group.
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PROJECT MANAGER
The key working relationship for project delivery
and strategic coordination of WATERSHED+
is between the Lead Artist and the Project
Manager. Where the Lead Artist’s role is to drive
WATERSHED+ creatively, the Project Manager
will manage the practical delivery of projects and
assist and advise the Lead Artist and the Core
Group about the strategic and practical deliverability
of all aspects of the program.
Alongside the Lead Artist, the Project Manager
plays a major role in identifying areas of work
for WATERSHED+, artists to undertake projects,
guiding the process, supervising production
and evaluating projects.
The WATERSHED+ Project Manager is a joint
role together with management of the overall
UEP Public Art Plan. WATERSHED+ represents
a major step in taking creative practice further into
the day-to-day activities of UEP and implementing
new working methods and processes. At the
outset of the program, the Project Manager will
play a central role in mediating these new working
processes, explaining WATERSHED+ internally
within UEP, within the different Business Units
and externally to the public.

PARTNERS

The Project Manager will assist the Lead Artist in
identifying, establishing and sustaining external
partners for WATERSHED+.

The Partners are organisations outside of
UEP whose activities are, or can be, related
to the watershed.

There is provision within all WATERSHED+
roles to rotate (see Lead Artist and Artist Mentee).
This is true also of the Project Manager, however,
while the rotation of other roles is designed to be
part of maintaining the creative effectiveness of
WATERSHED+, it is envisioned that changes in
the Project Manager role will be only for practical
reasons. As such, the Project Manager will be
responsible for overseeing and managing
efficient and effective transitions within the
other WATERSHED+ roles.

There are different types of WATERSHED+
Partners:

The Project Manager is one of the key custodians
of WATERSHED+. It is therefore important that
the Project Manager takes a lead in selection of the
Core Group, the Communicator / Designer, the Artist
Mentee, the artists for projects, commissions and
design teams. Ultimately the Project Manager
is responsible for the delivery of WATERSHED+.

»

Existing UEP partners
UEP already has a wide network with a number
of organisations actively engaged in working with
UEP and, for them, WATERSHED+ would
facilitate further collaborative projects.

»

Partners on specific projects.
Some organisations are coming to work
on specific projects, becoming a WATERSHED+
partner would foster participations on
subsequent projects and develop a productive
working relationship.

»

WATERSHED+ requires strategic thinking in order
to bring people together under a common vision,
the Project Manager will be the lynch-pin between
UEP, the Public Art Program, and now Watershed+.
From their perspective they can identify the gaps,
links and opportunities.

New Partners outwith of exisiting projects.
In this case some organisations might be identified
as relevant to start a dialogue in order to develop
projects and initiatives at a later stage. Some
organisations are not directly involved in the
watershed (for example cultural or recreational
organisations), but have an important public
role in Calgary and are an essential resource
to share the understanding and enjoyment of
the watershed. In this case the intention is to
build new connections between WATERSHED+
and these organisations in order to generate
associated projects between the new partners
and UEP.

The role of the partners includes:
»
»
»
»
»
»
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to advise on specific issues
being part of design team
develop and be part of new projects and initiatives
apply WATERSHED+ principles to their ongoing
projects and initiatives
host parts of WATERSHED+ (eg, Parks &
Recreation hosting Creative Center satellite at
Artists Residencies and Staff Laboratories )
to be the first port of calls for related
WATERSHED+ initiatives

To become a WATERSHED+ Partner, the organisations
will need the desire to support and implement the
WATERSHED+ beliefs and aspirations. Following
these beliefs implies dedicating more time to projects
and a willingness to be part of multi-disciplinary teams.
The projects developed with Partners will have an
enhanced impact and a wider range of participants
They will also follow the experimental approach
presented by WATERSHED+ to explore new solutions
and directions. The network of UEP and the
Partners is intended to work as a resource to
one another, becoming a “creative network”
mutually informing projects and approaches
related to the watershed.
The WATERSHED+ team will act as advisors in
integrating creative process within the conception
of watershed related projects, and help establish
design teams for the Partners on associated projects.
They will also look for new partners to help develop
specific projects under WATERSHED+.
Preliminary list of potential Partners:
»
»
»

»

»
»
»

Other Business units in the City
Parks and Recreation; Planning; Transportation etc.
Regulatory Agencies:
DFO; Environment Canada;
Navigable Waters; Alberta Environment
Environmental Groups:
Bow River Basin Council
River Valleys Committee; Trout Unlimited
Ducks Unlimited; Bow Waters Canoe Club
River Watch; Waterlution
Cultural, recreational, educational orgs:
The Glenbow Museum; University of Calgary,
(especially) Faculty of Fine Arts, School of
Engineering, and Faculty of Environmental Design
Local arts groups; Stampede
Consultants: Water Engineer, Designer
Real Estate Developers
Local communities in catchment areas.
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CREATIVE PRACTITIONER
PRACTITIONER
INVOLVEMENT

Complementing the other Public Art initiatives
undertaken by UEP – where public art is the
focal point and the outcome of the projects –
WATERSHED+ will expand the existing approach
by promoting, supporting and facilitating the
engagement of creative practitioners within
UEP projects (Community & Customer Initiatives,
Communication, Education, Infrastructure Planning,
Infrastructure Design, Maintenance, etc.).

For each project selected, a ‘design’ team will be
established, bringing together all the participants
from any business units/ department involved in
the project. The creative practitioner will sit on this
design team. Creative practitioners maybe engaged
simply in order to contribute to the design discussion
as a team member, or alternatively with a commission
budget and/or a specific remit as laid out by the
Lead Artists and Core Group.

Projects may be identified for consideration by any
UEP staff member at any time, and be brought to
attention through the Lead artist, the Core Group or
the Project Manager. A list of criteria (see page 31)
has been established to facilitate a first selection.
In addition members of the Core Group, the Project
Manager or the Lead Artist may actively pursue
potential opportunities. All potential projects will
be presented to the Core Group, to assess relevance
and viability on a project by project basis.

On infrastructure projects, for example, this process is
a new way of expanding the capacity of these projects
to assist in creating a connection and understanding
of the watershed. On Community & Customer
initiatives, WATERSHED+ could engage the skills and
thinking of artists who work temporarily in the public
realm to work in collaboration with future campaigns.

All projects and activities undertaken by UEP
can be considered for involvement in WATERSHED+:
Education, Infrastructure, Planning, Communication,
Maintenance, etc.
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For mid to large-scale projects when there is
sufficient lead time, other creative practitioners will
be engaged as part of WATERSHED+ and appointed
to design teams with the Lead Artist facilitating this
engagement. On small projects or those with a fast
turnaround, it is envisaged that the Lead Artist (being
based at the Water Center) will join the design team
on behalf of WATERSHED+.

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER
PRACTITIONER
SELECTION

In the first year of WATERSHED+ the Lead Artist
will start establishing a reservoir of the work
of creative practitioners (artists, designers,
architects, etc.) called the Portfolio Library.
Creative practitioners will be able to offer their
portfolio through open submission and by invitation,
nationally and internationally. From the Portfolio
Library the Lead Artist and Project Manager will
select a list of vendors that are qualified.
The Portfolio Library is similar to an Approved
Vendors List and is established following the
Public Art Program process.
The roster selection will happen twice a year.
There is also a provision for up to 3 inclusions
in the roster outwith of the biannual selection by
agreement with the current jury. Any jury member
can propose a person for these inclusions.

It is the responsibility of the Lead Artist and the
Project Manager to find panel members, the list
will be proposed and passed by the Core Group.
Having a pre-qualified Portfolio Library enables the
Core Group to quickly identify relevant practitioners
as, and when, opportunities present themselves to
work as part of design teams or on initiatives without
the need to advertise. (The speed of identification
and selection is a potential hindrance for the
engagement of creative practitioners on medium
to large scale projects).
The Portfolio Library and pre-qualification are
designed to ensure that WATERSHED+, at all
times, has a sufficient range of practitioners with
the necessary competencies readily available.
The Portfolio Library will be accessible in the Library
(see page 68) to illustrate the breadth of practice
available within WATERSHED+.

The selection jury will be composed of 6 people:
the Lead Artist, 1 member of the Core Group,
1 creative person from the Calgary cultural scene,
1 creative person external to Calgary, 1 Partner
representant and 1 member of the Public Art board.
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IDENTITY
A means of grouping the projects happening
through WATERSHED+ under a collective identity.

The graphic language is conceived as a system
that will grow and adapt with the program.

WATERSHED+ was chosen as the project name
because the all-embracing concept of the Calgary
watershed is the focus for the program. The ‘+’
introduces the idea of the wide range of approaches
available to respond to the issues surrounding
the watershed. Of equal importance it signifies
the idea of collaborative processes between
UEP and different parties.

A common graphic identity through the projects helps
the public to identify an individual WATERSHED+
project or initiative as having a relationship to the
watershed and, through familiarity with the programme,
to interpret this as an invitation for engagement.

WATERSHED+ is essentially about engaging
creative practice and creative practitioners within
UEP activities in order to develop and sustain an
emotional connection to the watershed.
The use of a clear identity is another tool to
convey the approach taken by UEP and to
engage people in the issues of the watershed.
The graphic language and identification is not an
end-product in itself but a way of enhancing the
impact of the program.
All projects and initiatives in the program are grouped
under the WATERSHED+ identity by using the
same graphic guidelines (font, colours, size, method
of application), be they a UEP forum discussion, a
temporary art installation or an exhibition. By grouping
the variety of projects under one identity, seemingly
disparate activities across UEP (running through
the WATERSHED+ program) refer to one another,
identifying them as part of the same family and
supporting the wider watershed message.

For UEP staff and collaborators working on a
Watershed+ project, the identity is a way of affirming
the methodology and aspiration of the project. It is
hoped, in time, that the WATERSHED+ identity will
be associated with a sense of pride in projects which
have embraced creativity as part of their development
and intent.
The WATERSHED+ identity further helps to
differentiate the focus of WATERSHED+ from
the wider public art programme and other UEP
projects, thereby allowing them to supporting one
another without confusion. The Lead Artist with
the Communicator/Designer are responsible for
ensuring that the identity is applied to all projects
happening under WATERSHED+. They will liaise
with Marketing and Communication staff within
UEP to coordinate its use alongside other
communications initiatives.

COMMUNICATION

Working with multiple partners, networks, teams and
communities, on a variety of different projects requires
WATERSHED+ to establish effective communication
methods. The areas of work undertaken to ensure
WATERSHED+ interfaces effectively with its partners
and the citizens of Calgary are marketing, feedback,
documentation and dissemination.
WATERSHED+ will benefit from having an
in-house commissioned communication
practitioner working in close partnership with
the Lead Artist at all levels of the program –
from the inner workings of the Core Group to
a global public. The Communication practitioner
fulfils an important role within the WATERSHED+
team, designing, developing, managing and
delivering all related Watershed+ material.

»

»

The Communication practitioner’s role is to assist the
Lead Artist in expressing and explaining Watershed+
and developing awareness of the program. They will
support its integrity and autonomy, locally, nationally
and internationally. All initiatives undertaken by the
program – whether they are internal to UEP or
external and public – require communication
planning to help explain the initiative and give
it maximum exposure and impact.
To help keep a cohesive identity to the program,
Watershed+ manual sets out the foundation of an
Identity that can be applied to all material, initiatives
and projects helping to keep diverse projects and
initiatives as a cohesive family, relating and
referencing one another.
Seven key groupings have been identified with
specific communication requirements.
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»

Grouping 1: WATERSHED+ project teams
On any given project a number of individuals will
be working together. They may be unfamiliar to
one another, may be based in different departments,
business units, or from different disciplines and
interest groups, external (to UEP) parties. The
commissioned communication practitioner, the
Lead Artist and the project manager will support
any project initiated under the WATERSHED+
umbrella by mediating the communication needs.
Grouping 2: within UEP
At the heart of UEP a knowledge of WATERSHED+
its aims, aspirations, intentions and an understanding
of what it offers is key to establishing relationships
between UEP staff and WATERSHED+ team,
creative practitioners and WATERSHED+ partners.
Given that WATERSHED+ does not sit within
one single department of UEP it is vital that the
WATERSHED+ team work closely with the
different UEP teams, for example Communication,
Education, Operations, etc., to ensure communication
and familiarity with the different activities and
initiatives (even if they fall outwith WATERSHED+)
and shared messaging. WATERSHED+ aims
to provoke and enable debate, discussion and
knowledge, ultimately establishing a creative
network within UEP.
Grouping 3: External Partners
Similarly for external partners/interest groups who
are or will be involved in WATERSHED+ projects
there is a need for an easy way to access and
understand what, where, how and why WATERSHED+
is in existence and how they might be involved. It
important that external Partners come to think
of WATERSHED+ as a resource and as an
active partner/actor in their field of work.

»

Grouping 4: Calgary Creative Community
This grouping is as yet a largely untapped resource
by UEP, WATERSHED+ aims to engage with,
support and build connections with them, drawing
them into relevant projects or initiatives as partners,
collaborators and participants. WATERSHED+ will
establish a platform for an exchange of ideas,
discussions and influences between WATERSHED+,
UEP and the Calgary creative community.

»

Grouping 5: Calgary Citizens
Beyond the behavioural, educational and
informational sharing, UEP areas of work offer
a special opportunity to connect emotionally
the public with the Calgary watershed and more
broadly to the urban environment. There is also
a need to help explain the intention and methods
of WATERSHED+ for both enjoyment and buy-in,
not least for neighbourhoods directly affected
by projects.

»

Grouping 6: National / International world
of water management
UEP is already at the forefront of thinking and
innovation within their field of work, WATERSHED+
aims to foster further this innovative approach by
demonstrating the role and benefit of creative
practitioners within these discussions.

»

Grouping 7: National / International
creative community
Similarly a great deal can be gained from sharing
the experiences of WATERSHED+ with the national
and international creative community, engaging
their expertise, support and ideas. An important
additional function of the communication strategy
is to attract high calibre artists to become involved
in WATERSHED+ through talks, events, etc., and
potentially to apply for a residency, become a

future Lead Artist and more widely to recognise
Calgary as a creative city and take up Calgary
as a base for their work.
All these communication aspects of WATERSHED+
have the additional benefit of promoting the
messaging of UEP. (education, communication,
behaviour change, etc.).
The pilot phase of the WATERSHED+ program will be
a time of experimentation and development. For this
reason the communication strategy will be trialed and
developed during this time, learning what best suits
and works for the program. Towards the end of the
pilot period of WATERSHED+ a Communication
Strategy will be formalised in collaboration and under
advice of the outgoing Communications practitioner
and the City’s Communication and Marketing team.
This document will then be part of the supplementary
section of the Manual going forth from the pilot period
Communication components for Pilot Period:
» Website a micro website will be established, with
projects updates, archive, planned activities and
related events and projects.
» Social Media Facebook, Flickr, Google maps etc.,
» Live Events: seminars and public lectures, tours,
project launches, “viral” and “guerrilla” marketing
» Twice yearly Magazine paralleling a number of the
above components this will provide news &
feedback for the community
» The WATERSHED+ Manual amendments:
additional consolidation of documentation of the
Manual learned from the Pilot Period
» Press & PR
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MILESTONES

PILOT PERIOD

PILOT PERIOD
[18 MONTHS]
The Pilot Period is an initial 18 months to
establish and develop the first foundations
of WATERSHED+.

Launch
Creative roster begins
Watershed+ initiatives start
(Creative centre, libraries, projects, initiatives, etc)

New initiatives developed
Artist Mentee appointed

Taking the WATERSHED+ “manual” as its guide, this
early stage provides a space to launch initiatives, learn
from and evaluate them. On the bases of the trials,
errors and successes during this time, WATERSHED+
will be adapted and improved as required to establish
a working methodology.
Projects initiated in this period will be completed in
full. What the Pilot Period allows for is a higher degree
of flexibility and reflectiveness in order to ensure the
foundations of the program are established.
The main purposes of the Pilot Period are to:
»

Bimonthly Forums
(6 forums during Pilot Period)

Staff laboratories

»

(7 Laboratories during Pilot Period)

Artists residencies
(2 residencies during Pilot Period)

Illustrate and cement the procedures for embedding
creative practices within UEP’s activities through
the realisation of the first series of projects.
launch the WATERSHED+ program. The launch
will be a key opportunity to present and share the
ambitions of the program to the Calgary public
and wider afield.

»

begin Pilot Projects

(4 talks and 3 Exhibitions during Pilot Period)

»

Watershed+ website begins

»
»
»
»
»
»
»

finalise Artists residency arrangements and initiate
the first 2 residencies
open of the Creative Center (page 72)
begin the Laboratories (page 65)
commence the Forums program (page 64)
open and populate the Library resource (page 68)
define new opportunities for future development
identify and initiate new projects
explore collaborative projects with existing
UEP Partners

Talks and exhibitions

New lead artist engaged
4 months before end of Pilot Period, then new one every 1 to 2 yrs

»
»
»

approach and invite new Partners to
join WATERSHED+
initiate the first creative roster selection
run workshops within UEP by Lead Artist to
disseminate WATERSHED+

»

refine the criteria for projects selected for inclusion
in WATERSHED+

»

begin the series of talks, exhibitions and workshops
on issues and projects related to the watershed
(page 67)

»

Identify qualities and skills needed to deliver
WATERSHED+ as Lead Artist and write a brief
for the following Lead Artist

Pilot Period review, next milestones refined
1st Watershed+ review
1 yr after Pilot Period (then every 5 yrs)

1st retrospective publication
1 yr after Pilot Period (then every 5 yrs)
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PROJECTS

TYPES OF PROJECTS:
REVEALING
The projects happening through WATERSHED+
can be divided in two main types:
Revealing
Projects based on the activities of UEP and
other partners, exploring and making visible
some of the notions addressed by the different
aspects of water management.

As examples potential Projects could be:
»

Open days to selected structures in the
constructed watershed, presenting to a community
the type, size and function of local structures.
These tours could be done regularly across
the city.

»

Temporary art interventions that interact with
the constructed watershed. For example, a sound
installation audible through the drain-covers
and catchbasins, using the sound to reveal the
link between different elements of the stormwater
system from catch basins to outfalls.

»

Using new and retrofitted infrastructure projects
as opportunities for interactions with the local
community. Temporary / permanent artworks
not directly linked to the designs but responding
to some of the issues related to the projects
can bring attention to the infrastructures and
generate intrigue and awareness. New forms
of communication introducing the structures
to their neighbouring communities can also
be explored as part of WATERSHED+ and in
conjunction with other initiatives.

»

Identifying the major stormwater pipes with the
largest base-flow in each watershed. These are
the equivalent of natural underground rivers.
Rather than keeping them hidden, name them
and mark them. This could be carried out for
one, or a number per watersheds. These new
underground ‘rivers’ of Calgary can then become
the conceptual structure for a series of temporary
interventions within the neighbourhoods in
each watershed.

»

Highlighting the sheer number of outfalls by
marking each of them (temporarily) with a giant
inflatable balloon, thus illustrating the extent
and geography of the underground network in
the city. The outfall numbers and positions would
be visible from the air and a collaboration could
be formed with a service such as Google Earth to
capture the balloon event and make it accessible
in different formats and to different publics.

(Re)designing
Projects that are part of a (re)design or alteration
of new or existing infrastructure and initiatives.
_____________________________________________
Revealing
Example of projects in this category could be those
that highlight the use of the watershed (natural and
constructed), its scale, the different type of networks
– drinking water, stormwater, waste water – as well as
other processes connected with the watershed from
filtration systems, storm water management, through
to sustainability and habitat restoration.
Through the WATERSHED+ structure and the
Design Team model projects can be developed as
part of UEP initiatives without replicating existing
capacities (education, communication, engineering,
etc). The addition of the creative practitioner will
enhance the reception and comprehension of these
water management activities. WATERSHED+’s
alternative approach will provide options for
enhancing the emotional connection to the natural
and constructed watershed. A further extension of
revealing the watershed will be through connecting
to other initiatives of the Public Art Program like the
Celebration of the Bow River. Specific arts projects
can be developed in collaboration with UEP staff
as part of the Forums and the Staff Laboratories,
continuing the dialogue between disciplines.
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TYPES OF PROJECTS:
(RE)DESIGNING
(Re)designing
These second type of projects have a direct impact
on water infrastructure and its appearance. Importantly,
the aim here is not to interfere with engineering, it is
to work with the engineers to re-imagine how
elements of water infrastructure could express their
function, have a stronger public impact, and provide
a powerful sense of place and singular connection to
their location in the watershed.
Some examples of (Re)designing projects are
outlined over the following pages:
»
»
»

Outfalls examples,
The Laycock Park; associated temporary projects
The catchbasins

There are a wide variety of structures being built by
UEP and they require different levels of consideration.

For instance stormwater structure are places
where the involvement of a creative practitioner
can enhance the connection of these structures
with the public and raise intrigue about the role
of a structure within the watershed. Some of
the structures could be designed with a creative
practitioner, others offer an opportunity for
WATERSHED+ to alter the commissioning
process of their design. Currently, most designs
are subcontracted to an external consultant,
UEP then realising the projects according
to a consultant’s design. By providing the
opportunity to design directly some of their
projects, UEP could deepen the impact OF a
selection of their structures.
The involvement of creative practitioners in
design teams for selected infrastructures is
not about designing an ‘object’ but rather,
facilitating an exploration of the process and
implications of a design in accordance with
the Statement of Beliefs.
Here, as elsewhere, WATERSHED+ does not
wish to provide an overly prescriptive job list,
templates or subject matter (for creatives’
practice) but rather, to lay a foundation for
productive working.
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CRITERIA FOR
PROJECT SELECTION
UEP will be assisted in identifying relevant
infrastructure projects for participation in the
WATERSHED+ by the Lead Artist. (usually at
Core Group meetings or by appointment at other
times to look at specific opportunities). One of
the key functions of the Core Group is to identify
potential projects for WATERSHED+.

In considering the question of budget it should be
remembered that WATERSHED+ could be a means
of drawing additional funds into a project by expanding
the scope of the project and tying it in with other
initiatives in UEP or other Business Units. Options
can be quickly assessed in consultation with the
Lead Artist and Project Manager.

The Core group will play an important role in
selection of whether a project is relevant or not
to run through the WATERSHED+ process.

Small or quick projects and initiatives may also fall
into this category and by their scale be more easily
able to work through WATERSHED+.

The following series of criteria is designed
to help identify the projects that could be
developed through WATERSHED+:
Time
How long is the project anticipated to take?

Support Structure
Does the Lead Artist have time available?
The Lead Artist’s involvement is vital because,
firstly, they will be working to ensure that there
are members of the team familiar with the
process of engaging a creative practitioner.

The following examples illustrate where these criteria
can be applied in a range of different situations at
different times in the implementation process.
In the first example, an infrastructure project, there is
an opportunity to involve a creative practitioner in the
decision stage, but their role would be limited because
of the primacy of engineering requirements. There is a
stronger opportunity where the choice of the designer
comes in. Choices will then be around whether the
project is to be sent out to consultants, designed
in-house, or, have a creative practitioner on board.

UEP implemention process

Infrastructure project example

During this design stage there is a more obvious
place for involving creative practitioners. And, finally,
at the completion and opening of a new piece of
infrastructure there is another type of opportunity
due to the potential interaction and impact onto
the local community.
These decisions are helped by applying the criteria
to assess their relevance and they will be guided by
the Lead Artist in discussion with the Core Group.

Maintenance project example

Public Art Plan example

Project identified »

In terms of design, development, realisation, opening,
etc., the longer the lead-in time the better, particularly
on large projects as this allows a design team to be
established and a creative practitioner to be engaged.
For projects due to start immediately, or with a short
lead-in time, the Lead Artist will be available to consult
or engage with the project. In these circumstances
it would be unrealistic to organize the involvement
of other creative practitioners. Ideally all parties
involved in the project should start at the same time
as this usually gives the best chance for successful
development of the project.
Budget
Is there enough budget to involve a creative
practitioner to be part of the team?
At one level the involvement of a creative practitioner
will bring added value to the outcome through their
ability to inform and engage the public. At another
level, if the creative practitioner is engaged fully
in the design team, they bring a creative capacity
for problem solving and questioning which may in
turn save money or, with a relatively small increase
to the overall budget, fulfil other UEP objectives
eg communication, education etc.
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Secondly, they will check that there is a
willingness within the design team to engage
with another practitioner.
Finally the Lead Artist will establishes that
the project members have the enthusiasm,
experience and skills necessary to take
forward a WATERSHED+ engagement.

Project defined »

Selections (location, type, ...) »

Brief development »

Public Interaction
Is the project appropriate for public engagement?
Engagement criteria have greatest relevance for
infrastructure projects.
Firstly, assessment will have to be made as
to whether it is suitable for public access. If it
is, further assessments will have to be made
around what levels and forms of access
the public can have.

Contractor selection »

Design »

On-site »

Open »

Secondly, judgements will be made in relation to the
prominence of the project. Finally, the project can be
examined in terms of its proximity to public space
and the visual (eg sight-lines) or acoustic or other
relationship it will have to the particular category of
public space it is (eg parkland, mall, highway, etc.)
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PROJECT EXAMPLES:
OUTFALLS
WATERSHED+
INFRASTRUCTURE
WATERSHED+
COMMUNITY
Goals
» Enrich the design of infrastructure
» Enhance the capacity of infrastructures
to communicate/demonstrate their role
in the watershed
» Engage public with an emotional connection
Objectives
» Develop proposal for outfalls identified
by UEP for upgrade.
Timescale
» Develop proposal during Pilot Period
for implementation in next stage.
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The following examples of outfall alterations illustrate
potential outcomes that could result from the
WATERSHED+ design team process. The continuing
aim being to create a more emotional connection to
structures often unnoticed and rarely understood. This
approach does not intend to change the engineering
or function of outfalls, what it aims to do is to enhance
its impact and trigger curiosity about their presence
and role within the watershed.
The hidden world of water infrastructure in the city
touches upon a range of issues, from the myriad of
pipes, mechanisms and spaces underneath our feet
to the hidden rivers crossing our cities. Stormwaters
systems are one such world – unseen and not looked
at, seemingly insignificant for our public realm.
Once revealed, such hidden systems have an
essential potential to enliven imagination and
to raise awareness of the complexity and
fragility of our environment. Turned into a visible
event, this aspect of an infrastructure becomes part
of our questioning of our surrounding environment
and our place within it.
NB: It is fundamental to the principles of
WATERSHED+ (see Statements of Belief) that one
specific design does not become generic solutions.
Each context (in an outfall, the variation of size, base
flow, public access, gate, etc), as well as timeline,
budget and team involved is different. The response
to each specific context will generate unique projects
that develop a sense of orientation and place within
the watershed.
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PROJECT EXAMPLES:
OUTFALLS
1

A water garden created at the proximity of an
outfall, fed by the base flow in the pipe, highly
defined with a clear choice of riparian vegetation.
Another possibility, in discussions with Parks,
could be to connect the water from water pipes to
community gardens (with a clearly visible filtration
system), directly expressing the hidden process of
storm water management at work underfoot.

2

3

A waterfall, generated simply by changing the
way the water is released into the stream / river.
No direct “function” as such, but turning the
everyday flow released at the outfalls into a clear
presence, making visible and raising questions in
the origin of the water.

Opening up the stormwater pipe just upstream
from the outfall at a place where the public
comes in contact with the sound of the running
water. Possibly creating an opening shaped to
enhance the volume. Similar to the waterfall
example in bringing to the attention of the public
to a process happening underfoot, an awareness
of ‘streams’ running under the city.

E 37

B 42
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PROJECT EXAMPLES:
LAYCOCK PARK
WATERSHED+
INFRASTRUCTURE
WATERSHED+
ENVIRONMENT
WATERSHED+
COMMUNITY
WATERSHED+
NOSE CREEK

This project resulted in four main aspects:
» Artist participation on the design team,
contributing to the overall thinking and
design of the park

Goals
» Enrich the design of water management projects
» Renew public’s attention to stormwater process
» Present the validity of multidisciplinary team
across business units and contractors

Ice truck
A life-size UEP vehicle carved in ice, coloured with
trace dye (neutral dye used to trace currents or water
leaks) and placed on one of the streets within the
watershed of the local no31 outfall. The temporary
sculpture will create an unexpected spectacle in a
familiar setting. Throughout the winter the sculpture
will gradually melt and refreeze, as it does, the trace
dye will run though the outfall and into the creek,
drawing attention to the artificial watershed system
and its connection to the natural watershed.

Objectives
» 3 permanent artworks
» 3 temporary art works
» Multidisciplinary design team
Timescale
» Shovel-ready 2011
Laycock Park is an ongoing project and part of the
wetland restoration program on Nose Creek. This
initiative is an example of the impact of involving
arts practitioners in a design team to generate
alternative ways of responding to issues and
coming up with works integrated with the design
in accordance with the principles of WATERSHED+.
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»

The design of the Dirt Follies, slanted angular
mounts marking the 100 year flood level and
functioning as viewing and resting points. The
Dirt Follies utilise the excess earth from the site,
saving the removal of 30 000m3 off site).

»

The concept and design of the Vanishing Pond,
a permanent art installation focusing on
visualisation of the changes of flow during
stormwater discharge events.

»

Three temporary art interventions encouraging
local engagement and celebration of the changes
to the park and the watershed system
(see below).

Cofferdam
A cofferdam is a temporary structure used to
block off and redirect the water during the creek
realignement works. This intervention proposes the
creation of a community event around the eventual
removal of the cofferdam and the release of creek
water along its new course.
Walking the Laycock watershed
In collaboration with Kay Burns (the Artist Mentee
involved in Laycock Park), a guided walk has been
devised to reinvent and reinterpret local folklore
into an event that departs from expected histories.
This walk is around the subcatchment area of
the main outfall in Laycock Park, a mini watershed.
It encourages awareness of the hidden infrastructure
and a pleasure in the forgotten processes of our cities.
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PROJECT EXAMPLES:
CATCHBASINS
WATERSHED+
STORMWATER
WATERSHED+
INFRASTRUCTURE
WATERSHED+
COMMUNITY
Goals
» Renew public’s attention to stormwater
process and catchbasins in particular
» Engage people to question the place
of the city in the watershed
Objectives
» Develop the design for labelling of catchbasins
and related outfall(s), implementation initially in
the catchment area of outfall N31, and at a later
stage in other areas
Timescale
» Develop proposal during Pilot Period for
implementation in next stage
This project proposes a series of markings at catch
basins highlighting their relationship to the rivers
downstream. Alongside the behaviour control message
(‘dump no pollutants’, where existing) the markings
will now highlight the place of the catchbasins in the
watershed. The catchbasins are currently not well
understood as being the entry point for a direct
connection to the river. The markings will present
the average speed at which the flow reaches the
river thereby highlighting the direct link to the
‘natural’ watershed system akin to natural river
effluent. “normal flow 2h to the Bow river, storm
flow 45min to the Bow river”.
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This is an example of the Watershed+ approach to
present opportunities for visualization of the water
system and through this to engender, without directing,
a sense of communal responsibility for personal
actions in relation to the watershed. It is likely that
the first series of markings will be installed within
the Laycock park neighbourhood initially, before
expanding the project to other locations in the city.
A first design, in collaboration with UEP education
and maintenance teams, will be developed and
implemented as a stencil kit during the Pilot Period.
A more permanent design and implementation method
will be initiated during the same period.
The second part of the Catchbasin project is
looking at the other end of the stormwater system,
the outfalls. An outfall is the point of discharge from
the stormwater drainage system into the river. One of
the most visible characteristics of the outfalls is their
sign (ie. B41, E23, N27 etc.).
The signs present a good opportunity to make a
perceptual link between the outfalls and the ‘upstream’
neighbourhoods from where the stormwater they
carry originates. These signs can be redesigned and
renamed to place them in relation to their geographical
location (whilst keeping the numbering and readability
for maintenance crews). They can become part
of an overall strategy to encourage citizens
to understand their own place in relation to
the watershed.
The system of pipes and accumulation of flow is very
close to a natural system, similar to the markings at
the catchbasins, the outfall signs can highlight this
connection and generate intrigue, pleasure, and,
subsequently, understanding and caring.
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PROJECT EXAMPLES:
MAINTENANCE CREWS
WATERSHED+
INFRASTRUCTURE
WATERSHED+
COMMUNITY
Goals
» Renew public’s understanding of
UEP’s daily activities
» Recognise and share the role of field workers
» Create more intrigue in the underground
structures and their role in the watershed
Objectives
» Develop proposal for working with field workers
Timescale
» Develop proposal during Pilot Period for
implementation in next stage.
Field workers are clearly an important asset in the task
of sharing knowledge about the unseen elements of
the watershed. As one of the few visible faces of the
organisation at work in the city everyday, they have
great potential to expand understanding of the
processes at work underfoot for Calgarians.
Possibilities to work with the
maintenance crews include:
»

»
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Using the maintenance truck to display
maps which directly locate the origin and
destination of the fluid passing through
the pipes being worked on.
Using snippets of arcane knowledge
from UEP personnel as part of the
maintenance crew’s equipment
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CREATIVE
DIALOGUE
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FORUMS
Goals
» Develop and make space for further innovative and
alternative thinking within UEP
» Support creative thinking
» Support cross department/discipline discussion
and working relationships
Objectives
» 7 Forums during Pilot Period with documentation
and presentations
Timescale
» First series will happen during Pilot Period
The forums are a time for UEP staff to discuss
and initiate alternative and innovative thinking
about their practice. At these regular round-table
discussions in the Water Center, UEP staff from all
departments within UEP (community and customer
initiatives, planning, infrastructure design, etc.) can
bring ideas, approaches, systems and projects to
the table for consideration and discussion.
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UEP STAFF
LABORATORIES
The forums are intended to be open and creative
sessions, with a suitably broad subject heading,
serving as a direction for each discussion. Questions
can be floated in advance for consideration by any
member of UEP staff at anytime via the Lead artist
or the Core Group. The subject will be agreed by the
Core Group and presented in advance of the forum
throughout UEP, other City Units and WATERSHED+
partner organisations.

Goals
» Develop further innovative and alternative
thinking within UEP

These sessions may be documented and a selection
of the resulting approaches may be shared with the
rest of UEP and partners via UEP website.

Timescale
» First series will happen during Pilot Period

Some of the issues, questions, proposals first raised
at the Forums may be further developed through the
Staff Laboratories (see page 65) or be re-presented
and developed as an exhibition or public talk.

In parallel to the Artist Residencies and the Forums,
Watershed+ will provide opportunities for UEP staff to
take time out from their usual workplace for between
1 day to 2 weeks in order to pursue objectives that
compliment WATERSHED+.

Objectives
» 7 Laboratories during Pilot Period with
documentation and presentations
» Ongoing laboratories in the next stages,
estimated 5 / year

Typically, people undertaking a Staff Laboratory period
might work up the seed of an original project proposal,
collaborate with an artist or with other partners and
business units on a specific project, or draw up original
designs for a particular part of the watershed system.

They would be encouraged to explore issues or
ideas that grow out of their daily work in, and on,
the watershed. Importantly the Staff Laboratories
would be a time of self-driven experimentation
and engagement with WATERSHED+.
The time will be supported by UEP to ensure that the
ongoing work of the organisation is not compromised,
and the time spent in the laboratory will be at the staff
member’s normal salary.
Findings, exploration and experiments will be presented
to the Forums, and it is encouraged that some
presentations could be open to the public. The aim
of the Laboratories, alongside that of encouraging
original thinking within UEP, is to generate wider
debate, encourage further developments and potential
partnerships, and promote UEP as innovative and
creative practitioners within their field.
Staff are encouraged to apply for the Laboratories as
multi-disciplinary collaborations across Business Units.
Staff Laboratories will be facilitated by the Lead Artist,
who can be invited by the applicant to participate in
their particular project. The Lead Artist will actively
help identify potential participants for the Staff
Laboratory program if required.
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ARTISTS RESIDENCIES
Goals
» present the value of creative practitioner looking
independently and through their practice at
issues relevant to Calgary’s watershed and
water management
» Bring new ideas to UEP and the City of Calgary
» Build creative links with international and
local artists
Objectives
» 2 residencies during Pilot period with
documentation and presentations
Ongoing residencies in the next stages
Timescale
» First series will happen during Pilot Period
Watershed+ residencies are a time for creative
practitioners working on issues relevant to the
watershed in Calgary to develop, experiment
and make new work. WATERSHED+ Resident
Artists will be selected after a national and
international call on the relevance of their practice
and/or the project they would like to experiment
with during the proposed residency.

The intention of the residency is to enable imaginative
responses and engagements with the watershed.
These should be driven by a time of research which
will build understandings of the issues pertinent to
the Calgarian context. Whilst it is not a requirement,
engaging members of UEP staff in the process is
possible and in such case will be facilitated
by the Lead Artist if desirable. The Lead Artist
will further act as a point for critical dialogue with
and advice for the resident artist.
Work resulting from residencies will first be shown
in the Creative Center, before being available for
national and international exhibitions.
An artist will be selected to undertake a 3–6 month
residency based at the Creative Center in the Ralph
Klein Legacy Park (There is potential to extend this
period with the agreement of all parties).
Between one and three artists will be in residence
in any one 12-month period. The artist in residence
is expected to make Calgary their base and the
residency their main project during this period.

TALKS &
EXHIBITIONS
Goals
» Present to the public the breadth of
water-related issues and projects
» Develop partner relationships
» Participate in national and international
debate on relevant topics to WATERSHED+

These events may be focused around the fields of
engineering, communication or creative practice,
or other disciplines working on the chosen subject.
Essentially WATERSHED+ Talks and Exhibitions are
arranged around issues of common concern, not
specifically around art, design or engineering.

Objectives
» A Series of Talks and Exhibitions.
3 Talks and exhibitions during the
Pilot Period

The purpose of this part of the program is to foster
cross-disciplinary discussions and presentations of
innovative ideas related to watershed and watershed
management from national and international examples.
By presenting this range of approaches to UEP
and City staff as well as the public, the Talks
and Exhibitions will expand the impact of the
WATERSHED+ approach.

Timescale
» Initiate first series of Talks and
Exhibitions during Pilot Period.
The Lead Artist, in consultation with
the Communications Designer, Project
Manager and Core Group, will gauge
the overall activities of WATERSHED+
(Residencies, Laboratories, Forums,
projects, etc.) and creatively disseminate
and expand this material in a series of
public talks and exhibitions.

The Talks and Exhibitions are a central part
WATERSHED+, continuing the dialogue between
disciplines, focused around their impact and
relation to watershed.

The resident artist will be responsible for
accommodation, travel, materials and all
associated costs under the fee provision.
The residencies are not open to creative practitioners
concurrently working on WATERSHED+ projects.
The Artists in Residence is different from the
Lead Artist. The Artist in Residence is based
at Ralph Klein Legacy Park
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LIBRARY
Goals
» Present to UEP, and interested parties the
breadth of water related issues and projects
» Provide multidisciplinary resources
for artists and UEP
Objectives
» Build a collection of information on projects and
initiatives related to WATERSHED+, internationally
and across disciplines
» A physical collection in the Water Center
» A digital collection as a website
Timescale
» Initiate collection during Pilot Period to be
developed continuously as WATERSHED+
is implemented
The Library is a place where people involved in
WATERSHED+ or interested in related issues can
find documentation of past and current projects
under the WATERSHED+, as well as other
relevant initiatives, projects, precedents and
programs. It will be a growing resource developed
alongside WATERSHED+.

The WATERSHED+ library will have two locations:
1. a space in the WATERSHED+ Base
in the Water Center
» where books and magazines are collected and
added as the project develop
» where documentation of past projects is stored
» where documentation and information on current
WATERSHED+ projects is accessible
» where documentation and information on
relevant national and international projects and
initiatives is accessible
» where extracts from regulatory bodies are
held to be consulted
2. a website which will provide a virtual equivalent
of the space in the WATERSHED+ Base where:
» digital documentation of past and current
projects are accessible
» links to existing relevant website across
the world (similar projects, historical projects,
commissioning bodies, etc.) can be found.
» information can be deposited by the lead artist,
participants and partners as WATERSHED+
projects develop
The possibility of a parallel catalogue to the public
library in Calgary listing the books and reviews
relevant to WATERSHED+ existing and accessible
in the public library will be developed during the
Pilot Period.
The Library is open to the public by appointment.
The Library will be managed by the Lead Artist
with assistance from the Project Manager, the
Artist Mentee, and the Communication practitioner.
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VISIBILITY
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CREATIVE
CENTER
Goals
» have a location for the running of WATERSHED+
» have an easily accessible point of contact
for WATERSHED+
» have a space for experimentation
Objectives
» Start the Base and the first satellite
during the Pilot Period
Timescale
» Both parts of the Creative Center will be initiated
and developed during the Pilot Period and will
continue for the duration of the project.
WATERSHED+ Creative Center will be a place to
host events and project activities as well a being
a place for interaction with the public and other
partners in WATERSHED+.
Staffing and management of WATERSHED+ Creative
Center will be the responsibility of the Lead Artist
and Project Manager.
The Creative centre will consists of 2 spaces:
1 a permanent space, an address and a home
for WATERSHED+ located within the Water
Center, the WATERSHED+ Base.
2 satellite spaces, one or a series of places hosted
by partners where laboratories, residencies,
exhibitions and other acivities take place.
WATERSHED+ Creative Center is a tool to
make tangible the work and actions directed by
the WATERSHED+ team.
The permanent space, WATERSHED+ Base
The permanent space will be located in the Water
Center. The exact location will be defined with
the help of the Core Group. It will be implemented
during the Pilot Period.
Its main role will be the base and the first point of
contact of all WATERSHED+ activities, it will also
be where the Lead Artist is based.
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It is the venue and host (with agreement to use other
parts of the Water Center when available) for:
WATERSHED+ Library
WATERSHED+ Updates
WATERSHED+ Talks
WATERSHED+ Exhibitions
WATERSHED+ Meetings
The WATERSHED+ Base will also be bookable
for break-out meetings for UEP staff working
on a WATERSHED+ projects.

»
»

Holding a travelling extract of the
WATERSHED+ Library
Offering a mini-residence space for a creative
practitioner or a member of UEP staff in situ

The characteristics of the mobile centre could be:
» a high level (or complete) energy and
water autonomy
» adaptable / plug-able to an existing building/
infrastructure system
» modular – capable of opening up and spreading in
summer, and becoming more confined in winter.

The mobile center would not be an object to be
admired for its own sake but for the connection
(or the interest) that it is capable of producing in
relation to a community, to a neighbourhood or to
an event. There would be a scope for the Mobile
center to become a demonstration and test-bed
for watershed experiments by having its own
water treatment, recycling, energy production.

The satellite spaces
The purpose in having satellite centers is to have
spaces away from the everyday office structure
of the Water Center, allowing a more explorative
aspect of WATERSHED+. They will also spread
the visibility and impact of WATERSHED+.
The satellite spaces will be provided by
WATERSHED+ Partners. The first and main
satellite for the beginning of the project will
be situated in Ralph Klein Legacy Park and
will host the first Residencies and Laboratories.
The functions of the satellite spaces will be:
WATERSHED+ Laboratories for UEP staff
(studio space, storage)
WATERSHED+ Residencies for creative practitioner
(studio space, storage)
WATERSHED+ Workshops
WATERSHED+ Talks
WATERSHED+ Exhibitions
WATERSHED+ Meetings
The satellite spaces will also be bookable for
break-out meetings for UEP staff working on
a WATERSHED+ project.
In addition the idea and the feasibility of a mobile
space as one of the satellite spaces will be developed
during the Pilot Period.
The functions of the Mobile Center could be:
» providing a moveable exhibition space
» housing a temporary office for meeting on site with
UEP and it can be sited temporarily outside the
Water Center when not on-site
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COMMUNICATION
COMMISSION
Goals
» develop and implement a clear Identity for
WATERSHED+ initiatives to present and
promote WATERSHED+
Objectives
» Commission a creative practitioner to work
alongside the Lead Artist on all communication
and design issues of WATERSHED+
Timescale
» The commission will be advertised at the
beginning of the Pilot Period and last for
the duration.
Effective and creative communication is essential
to the vision of collaborative working at the core of
WATERSHED+. To ensure this stays a vibrant and
responsive component of the program, WATERSHED+
set up this commission to engage a creative
practitioner, or practice, to lead and implement
the Communication strategy.
The WATERSHED+ Manual sets out the foundation of
the program’s communication and design strategy, the
objective of this commission is to deliver that strategy.
The Communication commission is conceived as an
integrated role within the WATERSHED+ team, but
for clarity it can be described as two distinct areas:
Design and Communication.
The Design role is
» To develop and apply the WATERSHED+ Identity
as laid out in the WATERSHED+ Manual, ensuring
all material, initiatives and projects use the Identity
actively and appropriately
» To design and produce all graphic project material,
including a twice-yearly “magazine”
» To present completed, ongoing and future projects
and initiatives of WATERSHED+ through potential
talks, presentations, PR, in the Creative Center
and on the WATERSHED+ website
» To design, manage and maintain the
project website.
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The Communication role is to assist the Lead
Artist in expressing and explaining WATERSHED+,
developing awareness of the program. The selected
practitioner will support the integrity and autonomy of
WATERSHED+, locally, nationally and internationally.
All initiatives undertaken by the program – whether
they are internal to UEP or external and public –
require communication planning to help explain
the initiatives and give them maximum exposure
and impact. As a result the Communication
role will be:
»
»

»
»
»
»

The commission will be piloted for 4 months with the
expectation to proceed thereafter for no less than 8
and up to 24 months. As with all Watershed+ positions
there is an intention to rotate the position to allow
the programme to evolve (there will be a period of
crossover between the Communications practitioners
appointment to facilitate continuity).

The Communications practitioner will be advertised
nationally and internationally as other Watershed +
commissions. The practitioner will be selected by a jury
in the same way as with other creative practitioners.

To look for and initiate links for the program
with other organizations, institutions, seminars
and conferences
To explain and manage the correlation between
WATERSHED+ and the UEP Public Art Plan in the
different communication elements, working in
tandem with the communication teams in the
Public Art department and in UEP
To develop and maintain press contacts.
To identify content for the magazine (related
initiatives, and other relevant material)
To organise distribution of the magazine
To maintain an image library of projects related
to WATERSHED+ and all projects and initiatives
undertaken by the program

The Communication practitioner will work in
close collaboration with the Lead Artist and the
WATERSHED+ team in the development and delivery
on all aspects of the program encompassing graphic
design or communication. This will include:
»
»

Attending meetings, facilitating projects
and initiatives
Assisting the Project Manager with organisational
matters regarding WATERSHED+ in preparation
of events and other initiatives

The Communication practitioner will be highly selfmotivated, have professional experience in the field
of design and communication and an understanding
and strong interest in contemporary art. The role
will generate a mixture of high and low workloads
throughout the commissioned period, requiring a
flexible working approach. It is anticipated to require
3–4 days a week, for this reason the communication
practitioner will be required to be based in Calgary
throughout the commission period.
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ARTIST MENTEE
Goals
» Build connections with Calgary artist community
» Support and develop Calgary Arts community
» Increase capacity in Calgary for this type
of practice
Objectives
» Appoint an artist Mentee every 9 to 12 months
to work alongside lead artist
Timescale
» First Artist Mentee starts during Pilot
Period, then roll on the programme
alongside WATERSHED+
The UEP Public Art Plan recommends that local
artists should be commissioned to work alongside
the Lead Artist on key projects. WATERSHED+
offers this opportunity to work as part of the
WATERSHED+ team.
The Mentee will work under the guidance of
the Lead Artist to assist in the development
and delivery of WATERSHED+. The Mentee will
gain experience and an increased skill-set which
will underpin their professional development and
through this, help increase the capacity of the
larger Calgary cultural sector.
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The Mentee will be expected to work closely
with the Lead Artist;
» attending meetings, facilitating projects
and initiatives.
» sourcing materials, fabricators or specialists locally.
» undertaking research in Calgary on behalf of the
Lead Artist.
» being present at meetings which the Lead artist is
unable to attend, taking notes and feeding back.
» occasionally representing the project and
meeting with people to help negotiate access
or permissions ie with a school or special
interest group.
» assisting the project manager with organisational
matters regarding WATERSHED+ in preparation of
events and other initiatives.
The Mentee will be highly self-motivated, a good
communicator, have a knowledge of contemporary art
practice and a passion to learn more. The position will
require flexible working and may include some travel.
The Mentee will be selected by the Lead Artist, Project
Manager, and a member of the Core Group following
advertisement of the post.
The position is 3 to 4 days a week, and will be
piloted for 4 months, it is anticipated that, typically,
the Mentee will be appointed on a 9–12 month
contract. Given the desire to spread the benefit
of WATERSHED+ for the local cultural sector the
intention is to regularly rotate the Mentee role (there
will be a period of crossover between the Mentee
appointment to facilitate continuity).
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